"The most generous developments have been reached, where two totally
different ways of thinking coincided."
Werner Heisenberg

Welcome to Alke ltd. Spiritual Arts and Science!
A new age has just started! We are learning to use the enormous potential of new
inexhaustible energy sources. By combinating spiritual experiences, cognitions and
the knowledge of ancient cultures with modern technology, new energetic devices
with undreamed properties can be created!
Horus Energy Pyramids are such a discovery. They are the result of a long search for
holistic energy concepts, which consider the consciousness and the chakras of a
human being. They give you the possibility to discover what a human being really is
and to develop your mental abilities!
Energy Pyramids are compatible with the chinese Feng Shui concept and they are
perfect to harmonize and energize your buildings and plots.
Horus Energy Pyramids exist since 1990, and meanwhile a worlwide network in 40
countries has arised.
We wish you a prosperous time and a lot of fun studying our pages!
The future starts here!

Please contact us... if you have further questions or ideas!
We are also searching for reliable resellers all over the world!
Alke ltd. Spiritual Arts & Magic
Silvanerring 17 / P.O. Box 20
D – 67 592 Floersheim-Dalsheim
Germany
Phone: +49-6243-7057
Fax: +49-6243-7058
E-Mail: info@energiepyramiden.de www.alke.org

Energypyramids: Introduction

Energy Pyramid - Model A
Horus Energy Pyramids are a complete new invention. Energy Pyramids are the
result of a long search for holistic energy concepts which consider the conscience
and the chakras of a human being.
The emphasis lies on the development of spiritual abilities and it is our concern to
give positive orientated people a better chance to turn their aims into reality.
People always searched for holy places, they build temples and created religious
instruments to find their way to divine fields.
Using the Horus Energy Pyramids it becomes possible to connect to the cosmic
conscience. By placing an Energy Pyramid, we create a holy place of reflection
where it becomes easy to relax and to meditate. We gain a pleasant distance to the
stressful world outside.
On this way we unlock unknown forces and abilities which lead every positive and
creative work to prosperity.
Many positive reports from our customers show clearly that conscience is very
important.
Sensible people will discover quickly the far-reaching possibilities and effects of the
Horus Energy Pyramids.
Many Reiki teachers, Yogis and Healers use our Energy Pyramids to make their work
more easy and efficient.
But you do not need any special education. It happens nearly by itself, your point of
view estends, new possibilities appear and you learn to recognize your chances.
Every Energy Pyramid is a small work of art which has been carefully manufactured
by hand.
It invites us to meditate and to discover ourselves and our divine origin.
During the meditation upon divine forces your soul is able to relax and soon you will
recognize the higher sense of your life.

Energypyramids: Development

"Everything we create in the material world, ist inseparably connected to our
own ideas. We ourselves and not the so-called natural laws decide what the
machines and devices do or not. If enough mind power is used, perhaps with
otherworldly forces, something paranormal can happen. In the case of the
Energy Pyramids I think we can use the expression of subtile energy like it is
researched by the International Society for the Study of Subtile Energies and
Energy Medicine."
Prof. Dr. Ernst Senkowski

Energypyramid - Model B
The Horus Energy Pyramids have been developped in 1990 by D. Harald Alke. His
whole life he researched the origins of life and asked himself what life basically is. He
studied bioengineering in Germany and after that he went to India to pass a very
intensive training in Kundalini Yoga for overall 14 years.
After that he searched for the answers inside himself and developped new energy
concepts which include body, soul and spirit of a human being and not only the
physical body. The teachings of energy centers called chakras are a very important
part of them. This knowledge is known and used for a very long time in Asia (for
example acupunture). The Horus Energy Pyramids are the result of this long search.
D. Harald Alke: "There is no need to despair, if the burdens of the material world
become to strong. The spiritual way enforces us to recognize our true way of life and
to solve our problems sucessfully.
Spirituality is the awareness of the great and all connecting spirit within us and within
this universe. It is the awareness of god's existence and presence. God exists within
everything, also in that parts of nature, which do not please us or even frighten us.
We are all part of a great cosmic existence and the divine force is expressed by

every litte piece of this world. If we succeed in feeling this spiritual coherences in
nature but also in human society, new solutions for current problems can be seen
and the the fear disappears.
Every epoch of human culture had it's own religion and philosophy. Every society had
it's prophets and masters.
To outward seeming today's prophets are the scientists. Many of them surely have
great intellectual abilities, but only a few of them have spiritual conscience. Without
spiritual conscience, projects with strong secondary effects are created. If the great
harmony between human works and nature gets lost, we begin to destroy nature and
we have to consider that nature strikes back.
Our age needs spiritual masters. Our society has turned away from the old religions
for too long. It took 14 years of spiritual education under the leadership of asion
masters to prepare myself for my mission in life. 1976 I left university to turn to asian
teachings of wisdom, especially Kundalini Yoga and ZEN meditation. On this way I
suceeded in raising my sleeping spiritual forces. Every one of us may recognize
himself and his way to god by appropriate methods. Everyone who decides to choose
the spiritual way, will soon make wonderful and fulfilling experiences, which touch us
deeply. Some people's distrust in spirituality and esotericism is just the fear of
something new, which they do not understand. It can't be catched by intellect. But
that's just a stimulation for our sensibility! By waking our sleeping intuition, new
mental worlds appear and our sad society gets new colors. Our perception changes!
Fear disappears! We will trust in life und we will recognize that there is a favorable
solution for every problem!
1989 I got my first mental inspirations, which forced me to construct something, a
mysterious object, which became clearer and clearer in my visions and dreams.
1990 I started channeling Horus, who is a kind of energy or light being. In this medial
messages I received instructions to engineer these new double pyramids. Horus
gave me 10 years to finish a great project. It did not only consist of distributing the
small Energy Pyramids, the most difficult part was the creation of a large Energy
Pyramid array with 7 Energy Pyramids, each with a certain height, the largest Energy
Pyramid has a height of 9 meters. Astrologic constellations had to be considered.
The project could be finished and adjusted in time before the solar eclipse in 1999.
Since then it's vibrations are spreading all over the world flowing through the Leylines
of the earth's magnetic field.
We have added a new sound to the "concert of life", a new creative impulse, which
changes the world.
Horus: "The signal subserves reorientation for the following development as a
countermeasure against the wide spread loss of orientation of the current cultural
epoch. It's a direction-finding transmitter for conscious life."
The Energy Pyramids are my contribution to a better future of life on earth. They are
the beginning of a new spiritual dimension, in which ancient magic principles take
effect in a new way. Those who are able to see this coherences and who want to free
their souls from old pains, they can use the Energy Pyramids to contact to the light
energy of Horus and find help.
Horus: "The more Energy Pyramids are being placed, the better their effect will be
because they communicate with each other. They connect you to the divine energies.
It's like an intensive prayer, which is heard because of it's simplicity and which will
bring god himself onto the scene."
Today we have global problems, which have to be solved immediately and this is
only possible if people trust in their mental forces and spiritual abilities.
Horus (1991): "There is the need for a constant stream of cosmic energy to solve

your current tasks. Ecology and Economy will be defined in a new way. For that, we
gave you the new double pyramid. Soon a network of pure energy will cover Europe.
Live within an aura of love. This will open your mind for new spreading religious
feelings. In this way mankind can grow together."
Far-reaching channeling reports you may read in my book "Messages out of the
light".
Only if we use our mental abilities in a constructive way, we will leave our children a
world, in which it is worth living.
It is a nice experience to meditate together with other open minded people in a circle
around an Energy Pyramid. In this way we can learn to establish an intensive contact
to supernal light spheres and to enforce the power of love within our heart.
There are many ways leading you to god but in the end every one was the right one,
because there is only one final aim, only one universal conscience. If you want to
work with the Energy Pyramids, you should like to experiment and to discover new
mental territory.
Create a private place of spiritual reflection!
Since the great Energy Pyramid project had been finished in 1999 in the French
Pyrenees, a network all over the world has been installed. Alchemy teaches us that
people working with the same energy are mentally connected. The all use the same
force.
Dream your dream and nature will surprise you! Using the Horus Energy Pyramids
you walk through a gate which leads you to new dimensions. For an efficient use of
Energy Pyramids and other spiritual devices we recommend the regular practice of
breathing techniques and meditation."

Energy Pyramids: Function and Use

The Energypyramids are really sources of energy: They work together with the
natural magnetic field of the earth and with cosmic energy. They send out a subtile
energy which is directly compatible with the human energy system. Most people can
feel this energy immediately and it is a very positive experience for them.
Many people know the harmonizing and energizing atmosphere at holy places of
ancient cultures. For example Stonehenge in the south of England or the several
pyramid-buildings all over the world and especially the great pyramids in Egypt.
Scientists have found out in that there are anomalies in the magnetic field of the
earth at those places. They are shaped like funnels leading the energy to the ground
out of higher levels of the magnetic field.
All our experiences lead to the result that the installation of an Energy Pyramid
causes the same effects! A new way of total relaxation and regeneration becomes
possible. The Energy Pyramids function like antennas which are resonant with the
magnetic field. There are several structures in the magnetic field, a north-south
structure called Hartmann-Grid and a diagonal structure called Curry-Grid. Only by
the unique double pyramid construction a resonance with both grids is possible. In
contrast to other pyramid models our double pyramids cause a far-reaching subtile

energy field. You only have direct the Energy Pyramids in north-south direction with
the help of a compass.
It is very important to construct the Energy Pyramids only in certain dimensions
because they are responsible for the energy frequencies and the effect it will have.
Every Pyramid is adjusted to some certain human energy centers (chakras). Our
Energy Pyramids cannot cause negative effects!
Another important point are the materials the Pyramids consist of. The smaller
models consist of brass, the bigger models of antimagnetic steel and can be placed
outside in parks and gardens and so on. The axes and the bottom disks of the
smaller models consist of acrylic glass which works like a condenser for the subtile
pyramid energy and guarantees an optimal energy flow. By filling the axes of the
bigger models with gems, an amplification and refinement of the effect can be
reached. The field of an Energy Pyramid enlarges to its full size after 2-4 weeks after
the installation.
Here you can find some concrete hints for use:
1) The smaller models are best placed upon a table. So you can sit on a chair in front
of it every morning and evening and put your feet below or your hands above it. In
this way you can feel the energy and meditate, relax and regenerate.
2) Try to put a glass of water inside the pyramid and taste it after some minutes. You
can also put food, gems or homeopathic medicine inside (not to many different things
at one time). Everything you put in will be transceived to the environment.
3) Every Energy Pyramid has got two levels, at the bottom disk and in the middle at
the biocondensor disks. At the bottom the energy is influenced by the earth which is
healthy for our body, at the middle level there is an influence by cosmic energy which
can stimulate our spirit.
4) Precious metals like gold and silver can be placed inside a pyramid but no
magnetic materials as iron and steel!
5) Screens and TVs should have a distance of at least 1 meter from the pyramid.
6) The most important information we can give you: Trust in your own feelings and try
out and feel what is good for you! There are no general rules for all people!

Energypyramids: Measurements

The exceptional effects, that appear in the context of different pyramid types, turned
into the topic of many treatises in the literature in the meantime. The authors of these
works come from most different surroundings and societies, they are mystics,
esoterics but also physicists. We have got hundreds of most differently positive
experience reports of our customers in the meantime, with partly extremely
astonishing content. On the basis of this multiplicity of statements, reports and
experiences, one can already no longer deny that there is actual something like
pyramid energy.
In order to be able to classify the meaning of the following physical measurements in
the right way, please heed the here portrayed connections: Each life process is
accompanied by electromagnetic impulses. Each living cell has a tiny
electromagnetic energy field, that enters into interaction with other electromagnetic
fields and radiations. Furthermore, we know since the examinations of Professor Dr.
Albert Popp, Kaiserslautern, that all cells send out a so-called mitosis radiation. It is
about infrared signals that come from the cell nucleus. The cells communicate among
each other with these signals. It is very important to our welfare that the cell
communication proceeds smoothly.
An article was located in an edition from the magazine GEO to it, 'the light of our
body'. GEO takes up the new scientific borderland. GEO collects a few information
about Dr. Popp and his work. Among other things they point out that the light comes
only from the cell nucleus, namely from the DNS, and that it serves the cell
communication. The light is measured in a particular procedure with so-called
remaining light amplifiers and can be used analytically meanwhile. Considering the
light quality and light quantity, one can decide whether foods are incriminated with
pesticides or not! All natural products, for example country eggs from free chickens,
have a much higher light storage capacity than for example battery eggs!
The nature proves that health is interconnected with an intensive light reaction. The
more electro smog exists in our environment, the more our cells are disturbed. The
fine mechanisms, that produce the light message from the cell nucleus, are showered
with foreign, coarse radiation and are disturbed. The results can be very diverse. It
starts with depressions, with tiredness, exhaustions, indigestion and goes further
over various allergies, disturbations of metabolism up to Aids and cancer. Our body
cells have problems to organize themselves right. Their fine, tender life signs are
disturbed. They use more and more energy in order to communicate, to hold together
and to exclude disturbances. The higher the electro smog from the surroundings
becomes, caused by more and more stations and electro appliances, the more
difficult our life becomes. The overload of our cells results in continuous exhaustion
and can lead to more and more illness appearances.
If you want an example for the sensitive values of nature: One puzzled long how it is
possible for the sharks to locate a human being fallen into the water over a distance
of many kilometers. Another question was why some people are attacked much later
and some very fast. At extensive examinations of the US-Navy, one determined that
very good swimmers are attacked late, bad swimmers prompt! Where is the

difference? Finally one found out that the thigh muscles cramp up from fear and from
lack of training. This cramp causes magnet field disturbances, that a shark can still
register over many kilometers! A bad swimmer delivers the signal of a land mammal,
that unfortunately falls into the water and is helpless. A good swimmer feels sure,
doesn't get any cramps and doesn't cause any disturbances in the magnet field for
the moment. Please consider the meaning of this! If the cramp reflexes from our
muscles alone can be measured in the water over many kilometers, namely from the
senses of the sharks, we must judge the signals of all creatures quite differently! Only
because we are generally too hollow to register something like that, this doesn't
mean that nothing is there! Live signs therefore are much subtly than generally
assumed.
Horus has channelt for that we must become more permeable for all electromagnetic
radiation. It is not possible to neutralize all the incriminating radiation on the earth
(electro smog) or to remove. In the opposite. We must reckon with that at least 1
satellites per month are up-shot in order to scan the earth or, to treat with data of all
the type. There are at least 150 active satellites above, among them radar scanners,
that shine on surface-covering the earth and influence all creatures negatively. There
are miscellaneous radiation protection appliances, for example badges and disks,
that partly stop electro smog successfully, on the market. After our examinations,
however, these tools agains radiation block all electromagnetic radiation in their
influence area! That means, the possible use is restricted and these articles should
not be carried on the body or in the bag what the advertisement recommends,
because this will block our own, natural electromagnetic energy! If we put normal
water from supply into an energy pyramid, it gains a quality like outstanding healing
water within a few minutes and is essentially better than the water from Lourdes, for
example, and from other healing sources. This corresponds well to examinations
from the USA of very gifted healers, to which one gave bottles with water into their
hands, in order to increase the quality of life of the water. Water treated this way gets
a purging effect and the passing on of heavy metal ions muffles. The energy
enrichment through the double pyramid activates the original information and the
water starts to live once again!
Another examination with an electronic measuring instrument over a disturbed
ground zone (crevice) showed a value of 75 lmpulsen/min without pyramid. within the
pyramid, however, only 5 Impulse/min then emerged! The efficiency and the quality
of the pyramid energy at the Kyborg double pyramid is so positive that all previous
methods are surpassed. At a recent examination, an electronics technician
determined among others following for geophysical and radiesthetic measurements
with extensive appliance park:
In the nearer surroundings of the energy pyramid C, a measuring instrument, that
should be ionized positively could not be activated! A phenomenon, that he never
has observed befor. It means that the energy field of the pyramid of an electricpositive ionization counteracts and also the ionizing gamma radiation obviously
muffles. This proves the immunizing effect against Elektrosmog. How this should be
interpreted technically, we cannot yet say.
People, that come into the proximity of the big energy pyramid, lose their stressconditional skin surface tension. In our society, the values are with normally stressed
people with 50-60 kOhm. The more somebody is in the stress, the values can rise by

200 and more kOhm. Near the energy pyramid, these stress values sink solidly to
approximately 10-12 k0hm within few minutes! That is a completely relaxed condition,
that only healthy children gain otherwise. Earlier, we gained only one reduction with
approximately six-month intensive Energytraining (Kundalini Yoga) on approximately
30 kOhm. Our claim, that the energy pyramids are the continuation of my spiritual
work and also unsportsmanlike people make possible becoming quieter and more
harmonic, therefore is correct full and completely!
An oscilloscope makes all types of electric currents and waves visible: If a human
being touches an energy pyramid, a quite odd saw tooth curve, that is stable, is built
on an oscilloscope. This particular curve is so odd and new that we will explore the
details further. The Messkurve is the proof that there is an until now unknown energy
field here. The energy field causes the immediate reduction of the skin resistance. Is
proven with it that harmonizes unequivocally the energy field, works. Our body
immediately responds unequivocally positive! The measurement of the skin
resistance like with a lie detector, because the body doesn't lie!
Radiations, that incriminate us, radiations from earth, water veins, and faults. Electro
smog damages us massively. As well as the negative radiations, as also the research
results are only small excerpts from the whole events over the energy field of our
double pyramids. Nevertheless, these partial results already are very informatively!
Read my compartment book about it.
All results together show that the strength field of the energy pyramid actually
represents environmental radioactivity an effective protection against ionizing
radiation, electro smog, and against disturbances, that are caused by geopathogene
zones. The new results prove that Verkrampfungen of all the type immediately are
reduced. That is the cause of our results with the Kirlianfotografie and for the positive
reports of so many users. Through the discontinuation of the Verkrampfungen, the
energy flows better in the body, the circulation increases, the well-being rises!
My endeavor was and is being made a positive contribution in order to stimulate the
people to self-contemplation and to meditation. The energy pyramids can do this
every time! The personal experience of the people still is of main importance for us. If
you yourself feel enjoyed and if you can feel the strong field of the energy pyramids,
then, you know what we are talking about. We would like to emphasize once again,
that the physical measurements represent after our conviction only a small part of the
whole spread of possibilities. The physics learns just now to understand these
energies and to measure it. In reality, the energy pyramids offer a very much wider
action spectrum, that has its main focus in an extremely high frequency area. Horus
said at that time that we should search in the area of 2 billion Herz. Each sensitive
human being can see the exceptional energy field or can feel. It works in the area, in
which also our thought strengths are active. Energy pyramids have an aura, that
helps us, to stabilize our own aura. They are active helpers, with whom we can shape
our life more positively and more successfully. I believe, they offer protection against
the increasing environmental burden to us and give us hope of a livable future, for us
and our children! Horus had pointed out the meaning of germanium to us in order to
integrate this cosmic energy better into our body and into our aura. On reason of
these hints, we developed germanium D9 and D14. It is a high-quality
Energytransmitter, which can help us with the utilization of the pyramid energy.

